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Introduction Introduction to Operating Systems to Operating Systems 
and Computer Hardwareand Computer Hardware



Introduction and OverviewIntroduction and Overview



The operating The operating 
system is a system is a 

set of system set of system 
software software 

routines that routines that 
interface interface 

between an between an 
application application 

program and program and 
the hardware.the hardware.

Application program

Operating system

Hardware

User

Interfaces



InterfacesInterfaces

 Points of connection or linkagePoints of connection or linkage
 User interfaces with application programUser interfaces with application program

 Application program interfaces with operating Application program interfaces with operating 
systemsystem

 Operating system interfaces with hardwareOperating system interfaces with hardware

 Application program accesses hardwareApplication program accesses hardware
 Through the operating systemThrough the operating system

 Following the operating system’s rulesFollowing the operating system’s rules



Operating System ServicesOperating System Services

 ServiceService
 Software routine that runs to support another Software routine that runs to support another 

program:program:
 Is small and simple Is small and simple 

 Performs single taskPerforms single task

 An operating system is a repository of An operating system is a repository of 
common servicescommon services
 I/O supportI/O support——open, close, read, and writeopen, close, read, and write

 Program launchProgram launch



The operating system routines that interface The operating system routines that interface 
with the application program represent a with the application program represent a 

consistent platform for running the program.consistent platform for running the program.

Application program Application program

Operating system Operating system

Model ABC computer

hardware

Model XYZ computer

hardware

Platform



Layers of AbstractionLayers of Abstraction

 AbstractionAbstraction
 A simplified view of an object A simplified view of an object 

that ignores internal details.that ignores internal details.

 Each layer of abstraction is a black box.Each layer of abstraction is a black box.

 Black boxBlack box
 Inputs/outputs knownInputs/outputs known

 Contents hiddenContents hidden

 Functionally independentFunctionally independent

Application

program layer

Operating system

layer

Hardware layer

User layer



Communication Between Two Communication Between Two 
Black BoxesBlack Boxes

 Two black boxes Two black boxes 
communicate communicate 
through a shared  through a shared  
interface. interface. 

 To use a black box, To use a black box, 
all you must know all you must know 
are its interface are its interface 
rules.rules.

Black box A

Black box B

Interface



An operating system can support An operating system can support 

many application programs.many application programs.

E-mail

Web browser

Word

processor

Spreadsheet

Presentation

graphics

Operating system layer

Hardware layer

Application program layer



Primary Components of an Primary Components of an 
Operating SystemOperating System

 Apparent to userApparent to user

 ShellShell

 File systemFile system

 Device managementDevice management

 TransparentTransparent

 Processor Processor 
managementmanagement

 Memory managementMemory management

 Communication Communication 
servicesservices

User interface

(shell)

Device

management

File

management

Memory

management

Processor

(or process)

management

Communication

services

Operating system layer

Application program layer

Hardware layer



Resources that need to be managed in a 

computer system

 CPUCPU

 Memory Memory ((RAMRAM

 Storage Storage (Secondary Memory of all (Secondary Memory of all types)types)

 GPUGPU (Graphics Processing Unit)(Graphics Processing Unit)

 Bandwidth Bandwidth 

 Print Resources Print Resources 



Opening a FileOpening a File

 The user selects The user selects Open.Open.

 The shell interprets The shell interprets 
the command.the command.

 File management finds File management finds 
the file.the file.

 Device management Device management 
reads the file from reads the file from 
disk.disk.

Hardware

Shell

File management

Device

management

Open

Application

program

layer

Operating

system

layer



Communication between two computers is enabled Communication between two computers is enabled 
by communication services installed on both by communication services installed on both 

computers.computers.

Application program layer

Operating system layer

Hardware layer

Communication

services

Application program layer

Operating system layer

Hardware layer

Communication

services

Computer A Computer B



Advantages of LayeringAdvantages of Layering

 Viewing the system as a set of layers Viewing the system as a set of layers 
simplifies:simplifies:

 MaintenanceMaintenance

 System assemblySystem assembly

 Stacking layers is similar to stacking Stacking layers is similar to stacking 
blocks.blocks.



Important Takeaways Important Takeaways 

 Open sourceOpen source
 UNIX and LinuxUNIX and Linux
 Open, published source codeOpen, published source code

 ProprietaryProprietary
 Apple Macintosh Apple Macintosh 
 Closed source codeClosed source code

 HybridHybrid
 MicrosoftMicrosoft

 Source code open for some elements and Source code open for some elements and 
closed for othersclosed for others



HardwareHardware



This section This section 
focuses on the focuses on the 

key components key components 
of the hardware of the hardware 

layer. layer. 

Application program

Operating system

Hardware

User



MemoryMemory
 Holds active programs and data.Holds active programs and data.

 Contents:Contents:

 Bit: One binary digitBit: One binary digit——0 or 10 or 1

 Byte: Eight bitsByte: Eight bits——1 character1 character

 Word: A group of bytesWord: A group of bytes

 Write is a destructive operation.Write is a destructive operation.

 Read is not a destructive operation.Read is not a destructive operation.



In the memory of a computer, bits are In the memory of a computer, bits are 
grouped to form bytes, which, in turn, grouped to form bytes, which, in turn, 

are grouped to form words.are grouped to form words.

Byte 0

11111111

Byte 1

11111111

Byte 2

11111111

Byte 3

11111111

Word 0



Addressing MemoryAddressing Memory

 Bytes or words are the basic addressable Bytes or words are the basic addressable 
units of memory.units of memory.

 Each byte or word is assigned a unique Each byte or word is assigned a unique 
address.address.

 Bytes or words are numbered sequentially.Bytes or words are numbered sequentially.



Think of cache Think of cache 
memory as a staging memory as a staging 

area for the processor.area for the processor.

The processor

Cache memory

Main memory

The complete

program

Active data

and

instructions



The processor The processor 
manipulates the manipulates the 
data stored in data stored in 
memory under memory under 
the control of a the control of a 
program stored program stored 
in the memory.in the memory.

Processor

Memory

Program Data



Each instruction has an Each instruction has an 
operation code and one or more operation code and one or more 

operands.operands.

Operation code

ADD

Operands

1000,1004

Program: A series of instructions.



Key Components of a ProcessorKey Components of a Processor

Clock

Instruction

control unit

Arithmetic and

logic unit

Registers

Processor



A computer executes A computer executes 
instructions by following the instructions by following the 
basic machine cycle. basic machine cycle. 

a. In this example, memory a. In this example, memory 
holds both instructions and holds both instructions and 
data initially. The instruction data initially. The instruction 
counter points to the first counter points to the first 
instruction to be executed.instruction to be executed.

Processor

Memory

1 COPY 1000 TO ACCUMULATOR

2 ADD 1001 TO ACCUMULATOR

3 COPY ACCUMULATOR TO 1002

1001 12

1002

1000 10

Clock
Instruction

control unit

Arithmetic and

logic unit

Instruction

counter

1

Instruction register Accumulator

Machine CycleMachine Cycle



b. The first instruction is b. The first instruction is 
fetched from memory fetched from memory 
and stored in the and stored in the 
instruction register. Keep instruction register. Keep 
in mind that the in mind that the 
instruction counter points instruction counter points 
to the next instruction.to the next instruction.

Processor

Memory

1 COPY 1000 TO ACCUMULATOR

2 ADD 1001 TO ACCUMULATOR

3 COPY ACCUMULATOR TO 1002

1001 12

1002

1000 10

Clock
Instruction

control unit

Arithmetic and

logic unit

Instruction

counter

2

Instruction register

COPY 1000 TO

ACCUMULATOR

Accumulator



c. The arithmetic and c. The arithmetic and 
logic unit executes the logic unit executes the 
instruction in the instruction in the 
instruction register.instruction register.

Processor

Memory

1 COPY 1000 TO ACCUMULATOR

2 ADD 1001 TO ACCUMULATOR

3 COPY ACCUMULATOR TO 1002

1001 12

1002

1000 10

Clock
Instruction

control unit

Arithmetic and

logic unit

Instruction

counter

2

Instruction register

COPY 1000 TO

ACCUMULATOR

Accumulator

10



d. The instruction control d. The instruction control 
unit once again looks to unit once again looks to 
the instruction counter for the instruction counter for 
the address of the next the address of the next 
instruction.instruction.

Processor

Memory

1 COPY 1000 TO ACCUMULATOR

2 ADD 1001 TO ACCUMULATOR

3 COPY ACCUMULATOR TO 1002

1001 12

1002

1000 10

Clock
Instruction

control unit

Arithmetic and

logic unit

Instruction

counter

2

Instruction register

COPY 1000 TO

ACCUMULATOR

Accumulator

10



e. The next instruction e. The next instruction 
is fetched into the is fetched into the 
instruction register. instruction register. 
Keep in mind that the Keep in mind that the 
instruction counter instruction counter 
points to the next points to the next 
instruction.instruction.

Processor

Memory

1 COPY 1000 TO ACCUMULATOR

2 ADD 1001 TO ACCUMULATOR

3 COPY ACCUMULATOR TO 1002

1001 12

1002

1000 10

Clock
Instruction

control unit

Arithmetic and

logic unit

Instruction

counter

3

Instruction register

ADD 1001 TO

ACCUMULATOR

Accumulator

10



f. The arithmetic and f. The arithmetic and 
logic unit executes the logic unit executes the 
instruction in the instruction in the 
instruction register.instruction register.

Processor

Memory

1 COPY 1000 TO ACCUMULATOR

2 ADD 1001 TO ACCUMULATOR

3 COPY ACCUMULATOR TO 1002

1001 12

1002

1000 10

Clock
Instruction

control unit

Arithmetic and

logic unit

Instruction

counter

3

Instruction register

ADD 1001 TO

ACCUMULATOR

Accumulator

22



During a machine cycle, an instruction is During a machine cycle, an instruction is 
fetched during fetched during 

II--time and executed during Etime and executed during E--time.time.

 II--time time  fetchfetch
 EE--time time  executeexecute

 Clock speedClock speed
 Cycles per secondCycles per second
 Measured in MHz or GHzMeasured in MHz or GHz

I-time

Instruction

control unit

Fetch

E-time

Arithmetic and

logic unit

Execute



A layer of A layer of 
microcode lies microcode lies 
between the between the 

memory and the memory and the 
processor.processor.

Memory (software)

Microcode

ProcessorMicrocode is also 
known as firmware.



Input and OutputInput and Output
 InputInput

 The act of transferring data into memory The act of transferring data into memory 
from a peripheral device.from a peripheral device.

 OutputOutput

 The act of transferring data from memory The act of transferring data from memory 
to a peripheral device.to a peripheral device.

 Input and OutputInput and Output

 Support the interaction between the user Support the interaction between the user 
and the computer.and the computer.



Secondary StorageSecondary Storage

 Extension of main memoryExtension of main memory
 Fast, accurate, and inexpensiveFast, accurate, and inexpensive

 HighHigh--capacity and nonvolatilecapacity and nonvolatile

 LongLong--term storageterm storage
 Contents must be transferred into main memory.Contents must be transferred into main memory.

 MachineMachine--readable onlyreadable only
 People cannot read contents directly.People cannot read contents directly.

 MediaMedia
 Hard disk and floppy diskHard disk and floppy disk

 Magnetic tapeMagnetic tape

 CDCD--ROM and DVDROM and DVD



The data on a disk is recorded on a series of concentric circles called The data on a disk is recorded on a series of concentric circles called 
tracks. tracks. 

Tracks are subdivided into sectors.Tracks are subdivided into sectors.

Tracks

Sectors

Tracks and SectorsTracks and Sectors



a. During seek time, a. During seek time, 
the access mechanism the access mechanism 
is positioned over the is positioned over the 
track that holds the track that holds the 
required data.required data. Access

mechanism

Direction

of rotation

Reading a Sector 
from the Disk



b. The system waits b. The system waits 
while the sector while the sector 
rotates to the rotates to the 
read/write head, read/write head, 
causing rotational causing rotational 
delay, and the data delay, and the data 
is transferred into is transferred into 
memory.memory.

Access

mechanism

Direction

of rotation



Each surface on a disk pack has Each surface on a disk pack has 
its own read/write head. its own read/write head. 

Central drive shaft

Read/write heads

Access mechanism

One position of the access 
mechanism defines a cylinder.



The The 
programs programs 
and data and data 

files stored files stored 
on a disk on a disk 

are listed in are listed in 
the disk the disk 

directory.directory.

The disk directory



Communication HardwareCommunication Hardware

 ModemModem

 A device used to communicate over standard A device used to communicate over standard 
telephone linestelephone lines

 Cable modemCable modem

 A device used to communicate over highA device used to communicate over high--
speed cablespeed cable



Linking the ComponentsLinking the Components

 InterfaceInterface

 Translates between internal and external Translates between internal and external 
formatsformats

 BufferBuffer

 Temporary memory used to adjust for the Temporary memory used to adjust for the 
speed differential between adjacent devices speed differential between adjacent devices 



Functions of an Interface BoardFunctions of an Interface Board
The keyboard or display interface converts input from the keyboard to The keyboard or display interface converts input from the keyboard to 

an internal format.an internal format.

Processor

Memory

01000001

Keyboard/

display interface



Data stored in memory is sent to the printer Data stored in memory is sent to the printer 
interface, converted to printable format, and interface, converted to printable format, and 

printed.printed.

Processor

Memory

01000001

Keyboard/

display interface

Printer

interface



Channels and Control UnitsChannels and Control Units

 ChannelChannel

 Performs peripheral, devicePerforms peripheral, device--independent independent 
functions on large computersfunctions on large computers

 I/O control unitI/O control unit

 Performs devicePerforms device--dependent functionsdependent functions



On a mainframe, peripheral devices On a mainframe, peripheral devices 
are linked to the system through a are linked to the system through a 

channel and an I/O control unit.channel and an I/O control unit.

I/O control unit

I/O control unit

Mainframe

computer

Channel



Number SystemsNumber Systems



IntroductionIntroduction
 In this section, you are introduced to the basic number systems that In this section, you are introduced to the basic number systems that 

are currently used by most operating systems.are currently used by most operating systems.

 We will start with an introduction to both Binary and Hexadecimal We will start with an introduction to both Binary and Hexadecimal 
number systems.number systems.

 You will then be shown how we use digital gates to interpret these You will then be shown how we use digital gates to interpret these 
binary values.binary values.

 The objective is to provide you with a foundation in the use of these The objective is to provide you with a foundation in the use of these 
number systems and digital gates that form the basis of all number systems and digital gates that form the basis of all 
computer operations.computer operations.



Numbering systemsNumbering systems

 DecimalDecimal
 Digit values Digit values –– 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 90, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

 Place values Place values –– 101044, 10, 1033, 10, 1022, 10, 1011, 10, 1000

 BinaryBinary
 Digit values Digit values –– 0, 10, 1

 Place values Place values –– 2244, 2, 233, 2, 222, 2, 211, 2, 200

 Value of any number is derived by multiplying Value of any number is derived by multiplying 
each digit by its place value and adding these each digit by its place value and adding these 
products.products.



Each octal digit is equivalent to Each octal digit is equivalent to 
three binary digits. three binary digits. 

OctalOctal BinaryBinary OctalOctal BinaryBinary

00 000000 44 100100

11 001001 55 101101

22 010010 66 110110

33 011011 77 111111



Each hexadecimal digit is Each hexadecimal digit is 
equivalent to four binary digits. equivalent to four binary digits. 

HexHex BinaryBinary HexHex BinaryBinary

00 00000000 88 10001000

11 00010001 99 10011001

22 00100010 AA 10101010

33 00110011 BB 10111011

44 01000100 CC 11001100

55 01010101 DD 11011101

66 01100110 EE 11101110

77 01110111 FF 11111111



What does the number 0 represent?

• Off, No, or False

• The open state of a switch, indicating 
no current flow through the transistor

• The value zero  



What does the number 1 represent?

• On, Yes, or True

•The closed state of a switch, indicating 
current flow through the transistor



Binary Number SystemBinary Number System
In terms of the hardware, 
think of the memory in 
your computer as a set of 
thousands of switches 
called bits that can be 
turned on or off. 

The value 1 represents on, 
and the value 0 represents 
off. 

Eight bits are grouped 
together to form a byte; 
every number in binary is 
made up of 8 bits.

8



An example to represent the number 5 in binary format:

There are 8 bits in a binary number, so picture 00000000. Now, 
5 expressed in base 2 is 22 plus 20.

8



 Each letter is assigned an ASCII value, which is a set of Each letter is assigned an ASCII value, which is a set of 
binary numbers. The computer interprets the binary binary numbers. The computer interprets the binary 
numbers to obtain the letter.numbers to obtain the letter.

Say you want to 

write 10 in binary. 

Break it down into 

base 2. To get 10, 

you need 23 plus 21. 

21 is 00000010 and 

23 is 00001000. Add 

them together and 

you get 00001010. 
10



Bits

• A bit is a number in the set of binary numbers.

• A bit can be either 0 or 1.

• The bigger the number, the more bits the number 
contains.



Byte

• A byte is 8 bits or 2 nibbles or 4 bits.

• Bytes are used to represent a character.

• Bytes are the smallest data item in the microprocessor.

• The format of a byte is:
b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0

Where,
- b7 is the high order bit.
- b0 is the low order bit.



Words

The size of a word depends on the processing 
capability of the central processing unit (CPU), 
but a word usually contains 16 bits or 32 bits. 

Example: A 16-bit processor can process only 
those words that are up to 16 bits long. 



Binary Number System

NameName Size (bits)Size (bits) ExampleExample

BitBit 11 11

NibbleNibble 44 01010101

ByteByte 88 0000 01010000 0101

WordWord 1616 0000 0000 0000 01010000 0000 0000 0101

Other:
- A kilobyte is equal to 1024 bytes (210).
- A megabyte is equal to about a million bytes.



Why Hexadecimal?Why Hexadecimal?
 The hexadecimal system is appropriate for matching 4 bits.  The hexadecimal system is appropriate for matching 4 bits.  
 There are 16 hexadecimal values, which means 16 4There are 16 hexadecimal values, which means 16 4--bit possibilities.bit possibilities.
 Four bits can be represented by using one hexadecimal value.Four bits can be represented by using one hexadecimal value.
 Eight bits can be represented by using two hexadecimal values.Eight bits can be represented by using two hexadecimal values.
 Remember that color is represented using 24 bits or 3 bytes.Remember that color is represented using 24 bits or 3 bytes.

Dec.    Hex.   Binary       Dec.    Hex.   Binary       Dec.    Hex.   BinaryDec.    Hex.   Binary

0       0      0000         0       0      0000         8       8      10008       8      1000

1       1      0001         1       1      0001         9       9      10019       9      1001

2       2      0010        2       2      0010        10       A      101010       A      1010

3       3      0011        3       3      0011        11       B      101111       B      1011

4       4      0100        4       4      0100        12       C      110012       C      1100

5       5      0101        5       5      0101        13       D      110113       D      1101

6       6      0110        6       6      0110        14       E      111014       E      1110

7       7      0111        7       7      0111        15       F      111115       F      1111



Binary Equivalents of Hexadecimal Binary Equivalents of Hexadecimal 
Numbers (Contd...)Numbers (Contd...)

Dec.    Hex.   Binary       Dec.    Hex.   BinaryDec.    Hex.   Binary       Dec.    Hex.   Binary

0       0      0000         8       8      10000       0      0000         8       8      1000

1       1      0001         9       9      10011       1      0001         9       9      1001

2       2      0010        10       A      10102       2      0010        10       A      1010

3       3      0011        11       B      10113       3      0011        11       B      1011

4       4      0100        12       C      11004       4      0100        12       C      1100

5       5      0101        13       D      11015       5      0101        13       D      1101

6       6      0110        14       E      11106       6      0110        14       E      1110

7       7      0111        15       F      11117       7      0111        15       F      1111

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hex    BinaryHex    Binary Hex    BinaryHex    Binary Hex    BinaryHex    Binary

12   0001 0010      3C                   9912   0001 0010      3C                   99

AB                  1A                   00AB                  1A                   00

02                  B4                   7D02                  B4                   7D

0111 0111           1000 1111           1111 11110111 0111           1000 1111           1111 1111

0000 0010           1100 1001           0101 11000000 0010           1100 1001           0101 1100



Binary Equivalents of Hexadecimal Binary Equivalents of Hexadecimal 
NumbersNumbers

Dec.    Hex.   Binary       Dec.    Hex.   BinaryDec.    Hex.   Binary       Dec.    Hex.   Binary

0       0      0000         8       8      10000       0      0000         8       8      1000

1       1      0001         9       9      10011       1      0001         9       9      1001

2       2      0010        10       A      10102       2      0010        10       A      1010

3       3      0011        11       B      10113       3      0011        11       B      1011

4       4      0100        12       C      11004       4      0100        12       C      1100

5       5      0101        13       D      11015       5      0101        13       D      1101

6       6      0110        14       E      11106       6      0110        14       E      1110

7       7      0111        15       F      11117       7      0111        15       F      1111

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hex    BinaryHex    Binary Hex    BinaryHex    Binary Hex    BinaryHex    Binary

12   0001 0010      3C    12   0001 0010      3C    0011 11000011 1100 99  99  1001 10011001 1001

AB   AB   1010 10111010 1011 1A    1A    0001 10100001 1010 00  00  0000 00000000 0000

02   02   0000 00100000 0010 B4    B4    1011 01001011 0100 7D  7D  0111 11010111 1101

7777 0111 0111      0111 0111      8F8F 1000 1111      1000 1111      FFFF 1111 11111111 1111

0202 0000 0010      0000 0010      C9C9 1100 1001      1100 1001      5C5C 0101 11000101 1100



Hexadecimal Code for ColorsHexadecimal Code for Colors
Dec.    Hex.   Binary       Dec.    Hex.   BinaryDec.    Hex.   Binary       Dec.    Hex.   Binary

0       0      0000         8       8      10000       0      0000         8       8      1000

1       1      0001         9       9      10011       1      0001         9       9      1001

2       2      0010        10       A      10102       2      0010        10       A      1010

3       3      0011        11       B      10113       3      0011        11       B      1011

4       4      0100        12       C      11004       4      0100        12       C      1100

5       5      0101        13       D      11015       5      0101        13       D      1101

6       6      0110        14       E      11106       6      0110        14       E      1110

7       7      0111        15       F      11117       7      0111        15       F      1111

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 We said the hexadecimal RGB code for We said the hexadecimal RGB code for Carrot OrangeCarrot Orange is #FF8E2A or in decimal is #FF8E2A or in decimal 
((255255, , 142142, , 4242))

 Remember that this is using 24 bits for color or 3 bytes.Remember that this is using 24 bits for color or 3 bytes.

 Carrot OrangeCarrot Orange is is 

 In binary:              In binary:              11111111 11111111 ,     ,     10001000 11101110 ,     ,     0010 10100010 1010

 In hexadecimal:        In hexadecimal:        FF FF ,        ,        8        E8        E ,        ,        2        A2        A

 In decimal:                  In decimal:                  255            255            ,           ,           142           142           ,             ,             4242



The AND GateThe AND Gate

 The output is high only when both input A The output is high only when both input A 
and B are high.and B are high.



The OR GateThe OR Gate

 The output is high when either or both The output is high when either or both 
input A and input B are high.input A and input B are high.



InverterInverter
 A single-input device, which produces an output state opposite to 

the input state.

 High input produces low output, and vice versa.

 Commonly referred to as a NOT gate.



Adding Binary NumbersAdding Binary Numbers
A key requirement of digital computers is the ability to use logical functions to perform arithmetic 
operations. The basis of this is addition; if we can add two binary numbers, we can just as easily subtract 
them, or get a little fancier and perform multiplication and division. How, then, do we add two binary 
numbers? Let's start by adding two binary bits. Each bit has only two possible values, 0 or 1; therefore, 
there are only four possible combinations of input values.

These four possibilities and the resulting sums are:
0 + 0 =  0     
0 + 1 =  1     
1 + 0 =  1     
1 + 1 = 10 

Binary addition produces a sum and a carry. The truth table for binary addition is:

INPUTS OUTPUT

The Carry is a simple AND function.

The Sum is an Exclusive-OR function. 

You can use two gates to add two bits.

A B CARRY SUM

0 0 0 0

0 1 0 1

1 0 0 1

1 1 1 0



Negative Numbers and Binary SubtractionNegative Numbers and Binary Subtraction
We have seen how simple logic gates can be used to perform the process of binary addition. 
It is only logical to assume that a similar circuit can perform binary subtraction.
If we look at the possibilities involved in subtracting one 1-bit number from another, we can 
quickly see that three of the four possible combinations are easy and clear. The fourth 
combination involves a bit more calculation:

0 - 0 = 0    1 - 0 = 1    1 - 1 = 0    0 - 1 = 1, with a borrow bit. 

The borrow bit is just like a borrow in decimal subtraction. It subtracts from the next higher 
order of magnitude in the overall number. Let's see what the truth table looks like.

INPUTS OUTPUTS

The difference, A-B, is an Exclusive-OR function.

The borrow is an AND function, but is A'B instead 
of AB.

To simplify binary subtraction, convert B to its 
negative equivalent and then use the basic adder.

A B BORROW A - B

0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1

1 0 0 1

1 1 0 0



SummarySummary
In this unit, you discussed:In this unit, you discussed:

 Basics of operating systemsBasics of operating systems
 Interfaces for operating systemsInterfaces for operating systems
 Layers of abstractionLayers of abstraction
 Differences between open source and proprietary operating systemsDifferences between open source and proprietary operating systems
 Bits, bytes, and wordsBits, bytes, and words
 Machine cycleMachine cycle
 Key components of a processor Key components of a processor 
 Common input and output devices Common input and output devices 
 Binary, Decimal, and Hexadecimal numbering systemsBinary, Decimal, and Hexadecimal numbering systems
 Digital GatesDigital Gates


